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itants of our own continent, their geographical situation was far from being as favourable.
They did not lie on the line of march of progressive civilisatims based on the use of
metals. The colonial and commercial enterprise of a higher culture reached them too late
and ton abruptly to stimulate them to fruitful self-development or to have any permanent
educative value. P - 1

Yet there seems some reason to believe that at one point the vague influences of a
superior civilisation may have penetrated to their shores. An examination 'of one object
at least in the present collectibrr rather leads to the conclusion that larts of the coast may
have been subjected to influences which did not affect the others. The perusal of the
earlier writevs who describe tiese regions becomes therefore doubly interesting: for any
independent testimony showing that these were localities more highly favoured than the
rest. would confirm in some small degree the hypothesis of a culture connection, however
remote and indirect that connection may have been.

Thé particular area to which allusi<. is made. inbraces.the shores and islands of the
Santa Barbar-achannel. Several authors notice the populousness of these regions at the
time of the earliest discoveries and of t later visits of the missionary fathers.

ToRtqEMADA'1 draws particular a tion to this fact in his account of VIZcAINo'S
Voyage, noticing at the same time the ingeniously constructed canoes made of planiks
which were in usein the channel, and which are themselves of much interest when .it is
remembered that çanoes were not built for some distance to the North, and were not
employed on the coasts of the Californian Peninsula.

PALU ) is also impressed by the/derisity of the population. and concludes by renarking
the excepfional vivacity and ingemuity of the people: "son demasiadamente vivos y habiles".
It wNas probably on this part o(-the coast that CABRILLO saw houses "like those of New
Spain" 3: and Mr. ScHUifAcHER conjectures that the precise spot where these houses were
seen mav have been Dos Pueblos, 18 miles from Santa Barbara, where large cemeteries
were found by him >. Mr. SCHCMACHER supposes that those islands, which were inhabited
at the time of the discovery, nanely the South western group, were peopled from the
mainland in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.%But whenever the immigration may
have occurred, it seems probable that a lively intercourse was carried on between- the
inhabitants- of the. mainland ani those of the islands. This must itself have proved a
Stimulus to progress, and a check to the social stagnation which prevailed both to the
North and the South. The island of Santa Catalina is said to have been the centre of an
active trade in stone implements and cooking vessels, which were exported as far as San
Luis Obispo and Monterey. It was here that the "temples" stood which are mentioned
by Padre D zLA AscENsios and by BOScANA .

Mr. BANCROFT terminates his account of the tribes of the ch4nnel by the suggestion
that the influences of the Southern civilisation may have extended as far as this point').
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